1. **Background**
   - Process Science & Engineering solutions
   - Established in 2008 and are based in Sutton Coldfield, UK

2. **What we do**
   Our solutions and services include:
   - R&D, Design, Build and commissioning of pilot plants, prototype plant
   - Scale up equipment.
   Our technical services include:
   - Technical assessments
   - Design and safety studies
   - Scoping and feasibility studies
   - Project management

3. **Areas of activity**
   - Sustainable HVC production and recovery
   - Food processing manufacturing efficiency
   - Nutritional Foods and Supplements
   - Microbial stability and shelf-life
   - Separation, Extraction of HVCs
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4. Partnerships sought

- Sustainable High Value Chemicals, Functional polymers and food ingredients end-users
- Food and Drink companies
- Bioactives and Nutrient companies
- Universities
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